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A FAITHFUL FOOL
1 Corinthians 3:18-23
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A Faithful Fool Understands…
1. The Warning of Being a
Fool in God’s Eyes v.18-20
Jeremiah 17:9
2 Thessalonians 2:9–10
James 1:22–25
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Self-deception is, in many
ways, the drug of our day.
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“Self-deception is rooted in the
self-deceiver’s disordered love for
oneself. In short, self-deception
stems from inordinate self-love.
We love ourselves improperly
when we do not derive our value
from its true source—God—but
from some other source.
We deceive ourselves because
we know and reject the truth.
Therefore, to be free from selfdeception, we must love the truth,
which means we must love God
above all things. When our loves
are properly ordered toward God,
we become our true selves, free
from self-deception.”
- Dr. Joseph Pak
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A Faithful Fool Understands…
1. The Warning of Being a Fool
in God’s Eyes v.18-20
2. The Blessing of Being a Fool
in the World’s Eyes v.21-23
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Only a fool…
• Trust in the life, death,
resurrection, and Lordship of
Jesus
• Believe every word of the Bible
is true
• Love their enemies and want
justice for the vulnerable
• Save their sex for marriage
• Believe marriage is between a
man and a woman
• Know life is precious from the
moment of conception
• Understand the God chooses
their gender
• Believe they’re on earth for the
glory of God and to be used so
that others may know Christ
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In Christ we don’t have to strive
for it all.
We have it all!
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In Him we have…
• Every Leader
• Everything: The World
• Everyday: Life
• Every Hope: Death
• Every Moment: Present
• Every Confidence: Future
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“He is no fool who gives what
he cannot keep to gain that
which he cannot lose.”
- Jim Elliot
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Go be a faithful fool!

